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ABSTRACT
Big data have analytical potential that was hard to realize with available technologies. After new
storage paradigms intended for big data such as NoSQL databases emerged, traditional systems
got pushed out of the focus. The current research is focused on their reconciliation on differ-
ent levels or paradigm replacement. Similarly, the emergence of NoSQL databases has started to
push traditional (relational) data warehouses out of the research and even practical focus. Data
warehousing is known for the strict modelling process, capturing the essence of the business
processes. For that reason, a mere integration to bridge the NoSQL gap is not enough. It is nec-
essary to deal with this issue on a higher abstraction level during the modelling phase. NoSQL
databases generally lack clear, unambiguous schema, making the comprehension of their con-
tents difficult and their integration and analysis harder. This motivated involving semantic web
technologies to enrich NoSQL database contents by additional meaning and context. This paper
reviews the application of semantics in data integration and data warehousing and analyses its
potential in integrating NoSQL data and traditional data warehouses with some focus on docu-
ment stores. Also, it gives a proposal of the future pursuit directions for the big data warehouse
modelling phases.
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1. Introduction

For decision makers, having the correct information
at the right moment is crucial. Context captured by
such information must be analytically relevant to give
them additional, hidden knowledge needed for quality
decision-making. To create such information, data scat-
tered in various storages must often be integrated. Data
integration has been dealt with formany years [1], but it
is also nowadays’ research topic. Datawarehousing is an
example of integration aimed for analytical purposes.
At first, data warehouses (DWHs) were designed for
business (retail) analysis but were later applied in other
domains as well. Traditionally, DWH’s relational imple-
mentation starts with the design of its schema, which
includes the analysis of involved data sources’ schemas.

Big data are becoming more analytically interest-
ing with the availability of commodity hardware and
new processing and storage solutions, which changed
the perception of data that have not been previously
perceived as analytical potential. The chances are that
newly generated data will end up in nowadays’ data
storage trend,NoSQLdatabases (NoSQLDBs). Tounify
existing storage and analytical systems with the new
ones, research focused on NoSQL DB integration with
relational databases (RDBs), mostly making a physical
data integration into one storage. But, for DWH-based

big data analytics that is not enough because that is only
the final step in DWH implementation. NoSQL DBs
generally lack clear schema, and this fact has caused dis-
cussions on data modelling [2]. It is argued that design
should not be skipped, but that it should rather become
evolutionary and iterative [2]. We agree and argue that,
to implement a DWH successfully, design process must
take place. The lack of NoSQL DB schema imposes
integration problems on DWHs, thus finding a way for
the integration of big data with the existing analyti-
cal systems is necessary. To compensate this problem,
one research direction is turning to ontologies, sets of
concepts and relationships from the Semantic Web. A
detailed review of the research on the role of Seman-
tic Web technologies in data warehousing is provided
in [3].

Unlike the latter, we focus our research on the use
of semantics both in NoSQL data integration and data
warehousing. We have reviewed these topics, in a gen-
eral fashion, in our most recent work [4]. This paper
extends our previous work and presents the contin-
uation of our analysis on the mentioned topics. We
extend our previous paper with wider literature review
and provide its systematization. Accordingly, this paper
provides an extended discussion. As the result of our
further research, we analyse in detail document stores
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as a subset of big data-related problems in the data
warehousing context and therefore, we extend our anal-
ysis to the document store context where the discus-
sion of the related problems is appropriate. One of the
main reasons for this decision is the popularity ofMon-
goDB,1 which is a document-store and we believe that
integration problems must be more profoundly tackled
in that context. In the discussion we suggest ordering
of DWH design phases that is different from all design
approaches that featured a NoSQL source so far, and by
thismethodological suggestion, we pave theway for our
further research.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
addresses main features of traditional data warehous-
ing; Section 3 reviews current data trends; Section 4
addresses general integration problematics and how it
manifests in the context of big data and data ware-
houses; Section 5 addresses research related to appli-
cation of semantics in data integration and (big) data
warehousing; Section 6 discusses reviewed research and
problematics and proposes research topics for future
pursuit for big data warehouse modelling; and Section
7 concludes this paper.

2. Traditional data warehouse design

Design is the first step of DWH implementation and
precedes its logical modelling, physical implemen-
tation, and Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) process.
DWH design is roughly divided into phases shown in
Figure 1.

DWH design starts with the analysis of the data
sources’ schemas, which may be consolidated and

integrated into a common schema. Next phase is the
identification of multidimensional concepts (MDCs)
and their composition into a DWH schema, which is
done based on either data sources’ schemas, the inte-
grated schema, or even data. During these phases, the
schema reduction process is present either after all or
after certain phases (1 or 2). Schema reduction helps
designers refine important concepts for further phases
because not all of them are analytically relevant. Once
the schema is designed, it should be evaluated to reduce
the costs of correction of possible errors spotted during
the physical implementation and ETL process. DWH
schema maintenance has long been a debatable topic
because the change of DWH schema can cause prob-
lems if it is not carried out well. However, the value
added by bringing a new data source to the DWH is
the main reason to permit these changes. The main
strategies to handle schema changes are schema evo-
lution (updating DWH schema and data [5]), version-
ing (maintaining different DWH schema versions [6]),
and view maintenance (representing all states of data
sources using materialized views).

3. Current data trends

There are four main NoSQL database families –
document, column and key-value stores, and graph
databases – differing significantly in their features
(model, ways of storing data, etc.) thus, there is no
unified NoSQL model, nor a standardized query lan-
guage. Features making them favourable for big data
are good scalability and parallel processing on com-
modity hardware, and – as often pointed out – fast

Figure 1. Phases of the traditional DWH design.
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data loading, achieved by loosened schema constraints
on the data, meaning that the data structure, format-
ting and contents are not validated against a schema
during the loading phase (schema-on-write). Schema
is rather interpreted later during data usage (schema-
on-read). However, if schema precision is demanded
(just like in DWHmodelling or implementing an SQL-
like query language), this is a downside. By being the
favoured storage for big data, NoSQL DBs inherit their
four main V-features – volume, velocity, variety, and
veracity – all problematic for the integration NoSQL
with the traditional DWH.

Document stores (also called document-oriented
databases) are the most adopted NoSQL paradigm.
They store data in forms of documents, i.e. sets of
key-value pairs, where the key part of the data is the
metadata (“name tag”) of its value part. Documents
bear great similarity to XML documents for being self-
describing and having hierarchy concept – the basic
difference is that a JSON document is shorter and eas-
ier to read and write. Documents in a document store
are grouped in collections. Comparing document and
relational storage paradigms conceptually, most often
conceptual mapping is that a collection corresponds to
a table (relation), a document to a tuple, keys to column
(attribute) names, and values to values stored in cells.

4. Integration problems

Accelerated emergence of new paradigms in data pro-
cessing and storage is a trend that is gradually becoming

a problem. System and data integration are also cur-
rently active research areas and will remain so in the
future, but their complexity will increase with the diver-
sity of emerging technologies and paradigms. Still, from
a higher-level perspective, general integration problems
remain the same and have been addressed in the fol-
lowing subsections in regard to DWH and NoSQL DB
integration.

4.1. Heterogeneity

Data integration is often hurdled by heterogeneity, cate-
gorized in three types [7]: structural (attribute arrange-
ment, nesting, presence or absence), syntactic (dif-
ferent naming for the same concept), and semantic
(same naming of different concepts). Examples in JSON
format are shown in Figure 2. Due to schema-on-
read approach, all three types of heterogeneity can be
expected in document stores, as well as other NoSQL
DBs, condensed as the big data variety feature.

4.2. Integration levels

Integration can be done on three roughly catego-
rized levels: physical (pure storage-level/data integra-
tion), middleware/interface (via common or middle-
ware interface, providing uniform access or using an
integration application), and schema-level (involving
analysis of sources’ schemas and schema integration).

Physical integration implies a common data model
and storage, thus choosing the target storage type is a

Figure 2. Heterogeneity in JSON documents.
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Figure 3. Integration of multiple data storage and processing
engines using Octopus [9] middleware.

delicate question. No storage engine is suitable for all
data types, especially not all NoSQL data, while tradi-
tional storage engines like RDBMSs have proven to deal
with relational data best but are unable to handle big
data well. Forcing natively relational data into NoSQL
DBs is also not a good solution, because it would lead
to the loss of orderliness of such data.

Integration using middleware can be applied in var-
ious ways, reviewed in our previous work [8]. Mid-
dleware can be used to integrate NoSQL DBs, RDBs,
and data processing engines such as Spark or Hadoop
(Figure 3), with the main idea of hiding complexities
of integrated systems and disburdening the users from
learning specificities of underlying systems, and mini-
mization of datamovement between the processing and
storage engines, which is important in case of volumi-
nous data. This is achieved by query mediation: user
issues a query on a common virtual schema, which is
then divided into subqueries that are pushed down to
the storages based on data’s residence. Underlying stor-
ages return the result sets to the middleware, which
unifies them and returns a singular, unified result set
to the user.

The DWH design includes conceptual modelling.
Through the modelling, DWH’s star schemas are
designed, meaning that schema-level integration is a
mandatory process in the design. The modelling pro-
cess inDWH is of utmost importance because it ensures
the inclusion of analytically interesting concepts in the
DWHmodel. For this reason, schema-level integration
needs to occur also in the big datawarehouse (BigDWH)
design process to sensibly choose which data from
NoSQL data source would be warehoused. Due to
the aforementioned heterogeneity problems, research
needs to be done on adjustment of the traditional mod-
elling process, aiming at the inclusion of NoSQL data.

4.3. Design approach

There are three approaches to DWH design: data-
oriented, demand/requirement-driven, and hybrid.

Data-oriented approach guarantees availability of all
concepts involved in modelling, but might produce a
DWH that is not aligned with the requests.

Requirement-driven approach demands end users’
clear vision of the DWHuse cases, but it may be discov-
ered in later phases that not all requested concepts are
available at the data sources. Also, an opportunitymight
be missed to discover analytically interesting concepts
that were available at the data sources but had not been
stated in the requirements.

Hybrid approach is more complex, combining the
best features of the previous two because each is flawed
in its way. It has shown to be a promising approach for
the integration of NoSQL data into a DWH and numer-
ous attempts on its automatization have been made
[10–13] because it significantly reduces design efforts.
Components of the requirement-driven approach have
an important role in reducing large schema reengi-
neered from the NoSQL data source (reducing the
dimensionality) and thus focusing the designer’s view
only on analytically relevant concepts and associated
data.

4.4. Automatization of design process

Automatization of DWH modelling phases was
researched in the past, as well as now [11,14–16]. It
reduces human, error-prone involvement and improves
the accuracy and efficiency of repetitive tasks. Depend-
ing on the use case, data warehouse design steps can be
automatized to a certain level.

Automatization is necessary for the integration of
NoSQL DBs and DWH, but its complexity depends on
the complexity of the data that are being integrated.
Because of that, some modelling phases will have to
be supervised. Therefore, full automatization is hardly
possible and it is realistic to expect semi-automatization
at most. More discussion on this matter is provided in
Section 6.

5. Semantics in data integration and data
warehouse design

This section reviews research on the application of
semantics in data integration (in general) and data
warehousing – regardless of the involved data models
(relational, XML, semantic,NoSQL) – thatwe findmost
important for our analysis of semantic-aidedwarehous-
ing of NoSQL data. Review is organized by the most
common flow of DWH design steps, similar to those
in Figure 1. However, considering the integration of a
NoSQL DB into a DWH, the new flow might be some-
what different; some steps might become iterative in
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Figure 4. Design steps of ontology-based data integration/Steps of semantic-aided DWH design (part 1).

Figure 5. Steps of semantic-aided DWH design (part 2).

case of schema adjustment, but in general, steps remain
the same – the complexity of their implementation
varies. The new flow that could involve ontologies is
shown in Figures 4 and 5

Figure 4 shows design steps that are common for
both semantic-based data integration and the initial
phase of semantic-aided DWH design: data sources are
semantically integrated by matching their local ontolo-
gies (LOs) into a global ontology (GO), an ontological
representation of the integrated schema from Figure 1.
Applying it in the integration of data storages, GO acts
as a virtualized unified view, enabling unified access to
various storages. In the case of semantic-aided DWH
design, GO is an entry point to further design phases,
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 shows the remaining steps of semantic-
aided DWH design, in which a DWH ontology is

derived from the GO. It is done by gradual reduction
and remodelling of the GO, and recognition and orga-
nization of MDCs – facts, dimensions and hierarchies
into a DWH ontology, from which a DWH schema can
be derived.

5.1. Extraction of data sources’ schemas

5.1.1. Extraction of the native schema
The complexity of schema extraction depends on the
data source type: for an RDB, it is a simple action
of querying the system tables for the metadata; for a
NoSQL data source, the schema has to be extrapo-
lated or re-engineered from heterogeneous and almost
schemaless data. However, document stores can be con-
sidered to have a schema – embedded and mixed
with data – whose concepts are implicitly defined in
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relations of containment, hierarchy and nesting among
collections, documents, keys and aggregations. Con-
sequently, another problem is how to represent and
store such schema. Research in this area involved tree-
based schema representation and management [17,18],
dictionary of concepts [19], and concept lattice [20].

Heterogeneity issues (Section 4.1)must be dealt with
during this step, otherwise, the schema is ambiguous,
inconsistent, and unclear. In the past research start-
ing from the relational era, heterogeneities were man-
ually or semi-automatically resolved by linguistic- and
structure-based methods [21] and ontologies [22], or
the combination of the two [12]. We believe a simi-
lar approach – that must not be fully manual – can be
applied to document stores, and therefore we address
semantification of data sources in further text.

5.1.2. Semantification of data sources
Ontologies help resolve heterogeneity within a data
source or among multiple data sources, and they
can also be used as their schematic representation
and make heterogeneous stores schematically compa-
rable. Past research resulted in solutions for ontology
extraction from then popular storage types (e.g. text
[23], RDBs [24], and XML [25]). Current research is
mostly focused onNoSQL document stores [20,26–30].
In [29], a process of giving big data a virtual layer of
high-level metadata description is called the seman-
tification of big data. However, schema heterogeneity
problems are also present during ontology derivation,
making the fully manual approach unsuitable. There-
fore, the idea of (semi-)automatized approach is also
present in the current research.

5.2. Integration of data sources’ schemas

If data sources’ schemas are represented by an ontol-
ogy, their integration becomes ontology matching and
alignment problem. This field alone is a separate
research area that yielded many algorithms and tools
during the popularity of the semantic web in the penul-
timate decade, e.g. OLA [31], AROMA [32], FaCT++
[33], COMA++ [34], Pellet [35], etc. Some of them
(e.g. Pellet and FaCT++) are nowadays commonly
used and available as plugins in Protégé, one of the
most popular ontology editing tool. The research in
the ontology matching and reasoning field has been
less intensive during the last decade but is still not at
halt; many of these algorithms are still being improved
by new ones (e.g. MOOM [30], CroMatcher [36],
etc.). However, a DWH designer does not necessar-
ily need expertise in ontology matching – which could
rather be considered as a black box – but should have
some insight on the features of the applied matching
algorithm (e.g. whether they are structure-based or lex-
ically based) because the quality of the output (GO)
depends on it.

5.3. OutliningMDCs

Outlining of MDCs was done manually at the begin-
ning of DWH era by the guidelines proposed by two
main research currents [37,38]. Later on, new mod-
elling methods were introduced, like e.g. multidimen-
sional fact model [39], which utilized new graphical
notation (i.e. attribute tree) that facilitated the design
due to the simplicity of basic graph transformations.
Later research also focused on integration of newly
emerging data types (e.g. XML [40], linked data [41]),
as well as overall (semi-)automatization of the design
process [14,15,21,42,43]. The following list addresses
the most common features in MDC discovery found in
the past research of either (Big)DWH design attempts,
or semantic-based DWH design, which we believe to
have potential in warehousing of big data:

(1) Utilization of functional dependencies (FDs) for
dimension detection – Since a fact-to-dimension
relationship cardinality is n:1, primary and foreign
key database integrity constraints and their cardi-
nality have a vital role in determining which tables
are facts and which contribute to the dimensions
during the DWH design.

(2) Discovery of functional dependencies (FDs) – If the
database schema lacks integrity definitions or if
data lack schema in general, this can be compen-
sated via data analysis. However, state of data cur-
rent to time of analysis can only discover those FDs
thatmay hold (at that time) n:1 cardinality but can
help eliminate with certainty those FDs that do not
hold. After the discovery, FDs can be utilized in the
way described in 1).

(3) Heuristic measures for fact detection [43] – Poten-
tial facts can be detected by using sets of heuris-
tics (e.g. ratio of numerical attributes, number
of attributes and instances, frequency of changes,
relationship cardinalities, etc.), and then for each
fact its dimensions can be detected using func-
tional dependencies derived from schema defini-
tions or the data as described in (1) and (2).

(4) Demand-driven definition – Users’ requirements
define the needed concepts. However, that requires
a clear statement of the analysis scenarios and clear
insight in the concepts available in the database.

Table 1 categorizes reviewed research by the men-
tioned features (columnMDC discovery).

5.4. Schema reduction

Heterogeneity found in NoSQL data source can cause
its schema to be large, but not necessarily having
many analytically interesting concepts. Schema reduc-
tion has an important role in the integration of such
source; applying user requests can help size down the
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Table 1. Categorization of related DWH design research.

Schema reduction

References
Features big

data
Features
ontology MDC discovery Requirement statement Reduction timing Other features

[11,44] + + 4, 1 (based on [43]) i* framework Incrementally model in attribute tree
[12] − + 3, 2, 1 NL, normalization Early (on LOs) tagged ontology
[15] − + − i* framework, requirement

ontology
Early (on LOs) −

[13] − + 3, 1 NL, normalization − Requirement star schema
[14] − + 4 Requirement ontology Early (on LOs)
[43] − − 3, 1 − − −
[45] − + 1, 2, 3 (+4) − Incrementally −
[41] − + 4 Requirement ontology On GO Semantic DWH

schema, thus in DWH modelling, the requirement-
driven approach would have to be at least partially
adopted, e.g. in form of hybrid approach as it was done
in research [10–13,15,44].

Methods in the reviewed research differ in the way
requirements were stated. Expressing requirements in
a formalized format enhances automatization abilities
of the modelling process. In [12,13], requirements were
stated in a natural language format and then converted
to a logical format (normalized). For the formaliza-
tion of requirements, formalization frameworks like,
e.g. i* [11,15] can be used, as well as description logic
[28]. Requirements can also be described by seman-
tic resources [15], meaning that a requirement ontology
is created [14,15] and can be included in the ontology
matching process.

Other differences in the reviewed methods of major
concern are regarding the timing, i.e. in which design
phases are schema reduced by the application of the
requirements. Applying requirements to the very data
sources (their schema or LO) is considered an early
reconciliation and in [12,14,15] is highlighted as a
good approach. Besides on data sources’ schemas or
LOs, requirements can be applied after each schema
representation is formed, meaning also on GO and
DWH ontology as highlighted in Figures 4 and 5.
Another option is incremental integration of concep-
tual schemas created on requirement- and data basis
[11,44].

5.5. Post-schemamodelling phases

After modelling the initial DWH schema, but before
the ETL process, schema evaluation should take place.
This can be done based on three criteria [46]: disjoint-
ness, orthogonality, and summarizability. Apart from
the schema, ontology – either global or DWH ontol-
ogy – can be evaluated terminologically [30] against
the concepts from the domain of interest. Also, the
whole design process could be evaluated for efficiency
based on costs and manual involvement [47] or by
evaluation metrics [48], which are mostly based on
criteria described in Section 4 as main integration
concerns.

Schema maintenance strategy is another important
consideration. Changes on the NoSQL data source
models are very likely to occur, exposing new analyt-
ically interesting data that could also cause changes in
user requirements. That implies potential changes on
theDWHschema forwhich a handling strategymust be
chosen. Schema evolution is showing as amost promis-
ing [15,47]. DWH ontology could be maintained as its
high-level presentation alongside the schema. If a mul-
tistore approach is chosen on a physical level, ontology
could be used for mediated querying alongside a uni-
fied query language such as bridge query language [28]
or generalized query functions [49].

6. Discussion

In this section, we provide the discussion and sum-
mary of reviewed topics and problems we find most
important for the big data warehousing context.

6.1. V-features of big data

For warehousing of big data, expecting one solution
for all problematic V-features is not realistic and they
should be rather dealt with one at the time. These solu-
tions seemingly depend on new technologies, but it is
not generally applicable to all V-features.

Volume problem solutions strongly rely on the stor-
age technology.

Solutions for velocity problemmostly depend on the
processing technology. Also, it can be noticed that this
problem bears resemblance to the real-time data ware-
housing problems – only on a significantly larger scale
– and the topic of data stream warehousing should be
researched further.

Veracity problem is also present in traditional data
warehousing and is dealt with during the ETL phase
in the data cleansing process. Predictably, it will most
likely be dealt with at the very same phase in the big
data warehousing.

We consider that the biggest problem currently for
big data warehousing is the big data’s variety feature
because it imposes hurdles at the very first (modelling)
stage of data warehouse creation and that therefore,
variety should be dealt with foremost.
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6.2. Role of ontologies in DWHdesign

Application of semantics, namely ontologies has poten-
tial in dealing with the variety problem. Ontologies can
represent data sources’ schema.Method of their extrac-
tion (especially from a NoSQL data source) is an active
research question and it is yet to be researched whether
they should be directly extracted from the source or
from intermediary structures representing the schema.

Ontologies could also be used to find the missing
data (demanded by requirements but not available in
data sources) or to find analytically interesting con-
cepts (not demanded by requirements but available in
the data sources), which is discussed in more detail as
exploratory approach in [50].

Once obtained, DWH ontology could have the role
of virtual schema if, e.g. multistore approach is chosen
on the physical level, and the queries would be medi-
ated through the ontology acting as the integrated view
of the data storages. Besides that, the benefit of hav-
ing initial DWH ontology is the pre-definition of the
domain of interest, inherited from the initial DWH that
was already created within that domain. That means
that the essence of initial user requests – already incor-
porated in the initial DWH – is inherently contained
in both its schema and the ontology derived from it.
Additional user requests could then be applied only
to the new sources involved in modelling. The DWH
ontology is a high-level abstraction of a star schema
and would implicitly shape a data cube. For that reason,
RDFData Cube Vocabulary [51] and its concepts could
be considered as a meta-model for a DWH ontology,
although it was intended for the semantic (RDF-based)
DWHs.

The role of semantics was also considered in post-
modelling DWH implementation steps, such as ETL
process. Research in [15] advocates ETL process should
be semantified as well. If schema evolution took place,
it would imply evolution of ETL process in parallel, and
semantics could facilitate this evolution by introducing
some form of automatization to it. For this reason, fur-
ther research on semantic ETL and its automatization
[11] is expected, but this is beyond the scope of this
paper because the design is currently in our focus, while
ETL is left for future research.

6.3. DWHmodelling approach

BigDWH design should include any means possi-
ble for the reduction of extrapolated NoSQL data
source schema, most promising of which are user
requirements. Such design can originate from user
requirements (requirement-driven approach) or both
requirement- and data-driven strategies can take place
parallelly (hybrid approach). Since it is unlikely there
will be a clear apriori statement of DWH workload for
the NoSQL scenario, hybrid approach is more suitable

for the NoSQL integration coupled with exploration of
the concepts available at the sources.

6.4. Automatization of DWHmodelling

By definition, ontologies are formal, i.e. readable and
processable by a computer, which is a prerequisite for
automatization. Automatization of ontology matching
and alignment, as well as reasoning from ontologies
could bring further automatization possibilities to the
semantic-based integration of a NoSQL data source
with an existing DWH. The very data source schema or
local ontology extraction can be automated to a certain
degree, as well as the application of user requirements
if they are formally stated. Previous research has been
also focused on (semi-)automatization of extraction of
MDCs from ontologies. Fully manual approach to any
of these phases is questionable because it is error-prone
and time-consuming. This all means BigDWH design
steps could and should be all automated to a certain
degree [16]. Considering the complexity of modelling
imposed by NoSQL and big data problematic features,
it is realistic to expect semi-automatization at most:
the design process needs designer’s supervision due to
these features and questionable usefulness of the data,
especially during extrapolation of ontologies.

6.5. Applying user requirements in DWH
modelling

Choosing elements of hybrid approach means user
requirements have to be included in the modelling
process. The strategy of stating them and the timing
of their application is another research matter. Using
the formalized statement of requirements (also possi-
ble as ontologies) would enhance automatization of the
design process that is needed to the greatest extent pos-
sible. It is potentially the most suitable form of stating
them. If the DWH model becomes evolutionary and
its design process becomes iterative, that suggests that
timing of the requirement application should also be
iterative, which is also yet to be researched.

6.6. Multidimensional design of BigDWH

Detection of MDCs in the RDBs was based both on
sources’ schema and data analysis, i.e. combination of
reasoning from functional dependencies andheuristics.
Similar approaches were attempted for the BigDWH
design [11,44]. The most promising attempts to solving
that problem included ontologies and we believe this
idea should be pursued further in combination with the
heuristic approach.

Solutions intended for the RDBs should be
researched for an upgrade by applicability to new types
of data. Similar research was also done on integration
of XML files with the DWH [25,40]. Since XML format
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Figure 6. NoSQL DB augments existing DWHwith additional dimensional attribute(s) [52].

bears resemblance with document stores (Section 3),
these approaches should also be considered for an
implementation inNoSQL and JSON environment, tar-
geted for the BigDWH integration.

Additionally, multiple scenarios must be considered
and supported regarding the DWH concept big data
could end up as by design. We identify three basic
scenarios of new MDC created by big data:

(1) new attributes (dimensional, ormeasures) (Figure 6)
(2) new dimensions
(3) new fact table.

Each of these cases has its own particularities and
sub-scenarios, e.g. an aggregation of portion of a big
data set could be the newly generated attribute for the
first case, which is, e.g. a question of granularity.

6.7. Overall design of BigDWH

In the reviewed ontology-based integration scenarios,
it is noticeable that all approaches to DWH design are
from scratch – at the entry point, there are only raw data
sources. The applicability of this approach in practice
should be reconsidered, considering the current matu-
rity of data warehousing. We argue that a more realistic
starting point is having a traditional relational DWH
and a new (NoSQL) data source that is intended as its
upgrade, transforming it in a way to a BigDWH.

According to this design shift, “rel. DB 1” in Figure 4
would be replaced by a relationalDWHas the first input
into the initial design phase, and its schema extraction
(corresponding to “Schema 1” in Figure 4) should not
be problematic. “Ontology 1”would become an (initial)
DWH ontology, different from the DWH ontology in
Figure 5 which is its extension, made by its matching
with the ontology of the new data source.

New (NoSQL) data source is the other input into the
initial design phase. Currently, we consider (adding)

one new data source at the time due to the potential
complexity and leave considerations of multiple data
sources for future research. In the future, ontologies
could be used to discover reciprocal replenishment of
the involved data sources and could be aligned all at
once, one by one, or with the DWH ontology.

Modality of interactionwith theNoSQLdata sources
should also be considered in terms of their indepen-
dence. Authors in [30] advocate it, meaning the only
interaction is copying them. This matter has a greater
weight if the data source is highly characterizable by
velocity and variety in the structure of incoming data
because that could have an effect on the schema. Advo-
cated independence approach could be an acceptable
strategy if compromises are made. A snapshot state of
the data source could be taken, implicitly containing its
schematic snapshot, which would substitute the inten-
sive interaction with the NoSQL data sources onto their
copies. In case of very voluminous NoSQL data source,
parts of it could be copied for schema sampling. The
compromisemadewith this approach is the data recent-
ness as well as schematic recentness. All of the above
needs to be researched and elaborated further.

7. Conclusion

This paper discusses problems of integration of tra-
ditional data warehouses and NoSQL databases from
the point of view of general integration, as well as
data warehouse design, and reviews the potential role
of ontologies in overcoming them. Ontology-based
approaches to data integration and data warehouse
design phases of various data sources are reviewed and
future research directions are discussed, all aimed at
alleviation of data warehouse design empowered by
new kinds of data.

Designers must be provided an exploratory tool
that would facilitate inspection of new NoSQL data
sources and they need as much automatized aid in
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design as possible, e.g. recognition and suggestion of
multidimensional concepts available from NoSQL data
sources. One of themost promising approaches is using
ontologies in combination with methods and heuris-
tics developed with the same purpose for the relational
data sources. Heuristics can aid in detecting relation-
ships between concepts directly from the data, and the
ontologies can help in capturing the semantical essence
of the domain of analytical interest. Most importantly,
their automatized reasoning enhances higher automati-
zation degree in various data warehouse design stages,
e.g. resolving heterogeneity conflicts, discovering hid-
den semantics, detection of multidimensional concepts
and – most importantly – exploring large volumes of
unstructured data, which cannot be done manually.
However, due to the specifics of big data, the design
should be supervised due to conflicts that need to be
resolved manually, thus we believe that expectations
on automatization must remain realistic and that semi-
automatization would be the best choice.

To the best of our knowledge, research done in this
field approached big data warehouse design starting
from scratch, but we believe big data warehouse should
be a redesign of an existing data warehouse, starting the
(re-)design by having a data warehouse to which a new,
NoSQL data source intends to be added. Developing
this idea, data warehouse schema maintenance strat-
egy must be researched further, possibly for adaptation
of schema evolution approach, as well as utilization
of ontologies as schematic representations as they are
easily updateable.

Research in the integration of NoSQL databases with
data warehouse was so far mostly focused on docu-
ment store family andwe believe it should be researched
further in the mentioned context of semantic-based
integration. Most likely NoSQL family to be researched
next are column stores, which have been put in focus
alongside document stores in the recent research. Pre-
dictably, further research on applying approaches to
semantically enhanced integration of NoSQL databases
and data warehouses – similar to the ones being
researched for document stores – can be expected for
column stores and the rest of the NoSQL database
families.

Note

1. Most popular NoSQL database engine according to vari-
ous popular data storage-devoted websites’ statistics (e.g.
db-engines.com).
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